


KJV Bible Word Studies for COMPLETE



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

a 8003 ## shalem {shaw-lame'}; from 7999; complete (literally or figuratively); especially friendly: -- full, 
just, made ready, peaceable, perfect(-ed), quiet, Shalem [by mistake for {a} name], whole. 

age 5046 # teleios {tel'-i-os}; from 5056; complete (in various applications of labor, growth, mental and 
moral character, etc.); neuter (as noun, with 3588) completeness: -- of full {age}, man, perfect. 

assembling 1997 # episunagoge {ep-ee-soon-ag-o-gay'}; from 1996; a complete collection; especially a 
Christian meeting (for worship): -- {assembling} (gathering) together. 

by 8003 ## shalem {shaw-lame'}; from 7999; complete (literally or figuratively); especially friendly: -- full, 
just, made ready, peaceable, perfect(-ed), quiet, Shalem [{by} mistake for a name], whole. 

complete 4137 # pleroo {play-ro'-o}; from 4134; to make replete, i.e. (literally) to cram (a net), level up (a 
hollow), or (figuratively) to furnish (or imbue, diffuse, influence), satisfy, execute (an office), finish (a period
or task), verify (or coincide with a prediction), etc.: -- accomplish, X after, (be) {complete}, end, expire, fill 
(up), fulfil, (be, make) full (come), fully preach, perfect, supply. 

complete 8549 ## tamiym {taw-meem'}; from 8552; entire (literally, figuratively or morally); also (as noun) 
integrity, truth: -- without blemish, {complete}, full, perfect, sincerely (-ity), sound, without spot, undefiled, 
upright(-ly), whole. 

end 4931 # sunteleo {soon-tel-eh'-o}; from 4862 and 5055; to complete entirely; generally, to execute 
(literally or figuratively): -- {end}, finish, fulfil, make. 

entire 3648 # holokleros {hol'-ok'-lay-ros}; from 3650 and 2819; complete in every part, i.e. perfectly sound 
(in body): -- {entire}, whole. 

finish 0658 # apoteleo {ap-ot-el-eh'-o}; from 575 and 5055; to complete entirely, i.e. consummate: -- {finish}.

finish 1615 # ekteleo {ek-tel-eh'-o}; from 1537 and 5055; to complete fully: -- {finish}. 

finish 4931 # sunteleo {soon-tel-eh'-o}; from 4862 and 5055; to complete entirely; generally, to execute 
(literally or figuratively): -- end, {finish}, fulfil, make. 

fit 2675 # katartizo {kat-ar-tid'-zo}; from 2596 and a derivative of 739; to complete thoroughly, i.e. repair 
(literally or figuratively) or adjust: -- {fit}, frame, mend, (make) perfect(-ly join together), prepare, restore. 

for 8003 ## shalem {shaw-lame'}; from 7999; complete (literally or figuratively); especially friendly: -- full, 
just, made ready, peaceable, perfect(-ed), quiet, Shalem [by mistake {for} a name], whole. 

frame 2675 # katartizo {kat-ar-tid'-zo}; from 2596 and a derivative of 739; to complete thoroughly, i.e. 
repair (literally or figuratively) or adjust: -- fit, {frame}, mend, (make) perfect(-ly join together), prepare, 
restore. 

fulfil 4931 # sunteleo {soon-tel-eh'-o}; from 4862 and 5055; to complete entirely; generally, to execute 
(literally or figuratively): -- end, finish, {fulfil}, make. 

full 5046 # teleios {tel'-i-os}; from 5056; complete (in various applications of labor, growth, mental and 
moral character, etc.); neuter (as noun, with 3588) completeness: -- of {full} age, man, perfect. 



full 8003 ## shalem {shaw-lame'}; from 7999; complete (literally or figuratively); especially friendly: -- 
{full}, just, made ready, peaceable, perfect(-ed), quiet, Shalem [by mistake for a name], whole. 

gathering 1997 # episunagoge {ep-ee-soon-ag-o-gay'}; from 1996; a complete collection; especially a 
Christian meeting (for worship): -- assembling ({gathering}) together. 

join 2675 # katartizo {kat-ar-tid'-zo}; from 2596 and a derivative of 739; to complete thoroughly, i.e. repair 
(literally or figuratively) or adjust: -- fit, frame, mend, (make) perfect(-ly {join} together), prepare, restore. 

just 8003 ## shalem {shaw-lame'}; from 7999; complete (literally or figuratively); especially friendly: -- full,
{just}, made ready, peaceable, perfect(-ed), quiet, Shalem [by mistake for a name], whole. 

made 8003 ## shalem {shaw-lame'}; from 7999; complete (literally or figuratively); especially friendly: -- 
full, just, {made} ready, peaceable, perfect(-ed), quiet, Shalem [by mistake for a name], whole. 

make 2675 # katartizo {kat-ar-tid'-zo}; from 2596 and a derivative of 739; to complete thoroughly, i.e. 
repair (literally or figuratively) or adjust: -- fit, frame, mend, ({make}) perfect(-ly join together), prepare, 
restore. 

make 4931 # sunteleo {soon-tel-eh'-o}; from 4862 and 5055; to complete entirely; generally, to execute 
(literally or figuratively): -- end, finish, fulfil, {make}. 

man 5046 # teleios {tel'-i-os}; from 5056; complete (in various applications of labor, growth, mental and 
moral character, etc.); neuter (as noun, with 3588) completeness: -- of full age, {man}, perfect. 

mend 2675 # katartizo {kat-ar-tid'-zo}; from 2596 and a derivative of 739; to complete thoroughly, i.e. 
repair (literally or figuratively) or adjust: -- fit, frame, {mend}, (make) perfect(-ly join together), prepare, 
restore. 

mistake 8003 ## shalem {shaw-lame'}; from 7999; complete (literally or figuratively); especially friendly: -- 
full, just, made ready, peaceable, perfect(-ed), quiet, Shalem [by {mistake} for a name], whole. 

name 8003 ## shalem {shaw-lame'}; from 7999; complete (literally or figuratively); especially friendly: -- 
full, just, made ready, peaceable, perfect(-ed), quiet, Shalem [by mistake for a {name}], whole. 

of 5046 # teleios {tel'-i-os}; from 5056; complete (in various applications of labor, growth, mental and moral
character, etc.); neuter (as noun, with 3588) completeness: -- {of} full age, man, perfect. 

peaceable 8003 ## shalem {shaw-lame'}; from 7999; complete (literally or figuratively); especially friendly: 
-- full, just, made ready, {peaceable}, perfect(-ed), quiet, Shalem [by mistake for a name], whole. 

perfect 2675 # katartizo {kat-ar-tid'-zo}; from 2596 and a derivative of 739; to complete thoroughly, i.e. 
repair (literally or figuratively) or adjust: -- fit, frame, mend, (make) {perfect}(-ly join together), prepare, 
restore. 

perfect 5046 # teleios {tel'-i-os}; from 5056; complete (in various applications of labor, growth, mental and 
moral character, etc.); neuter (as noun, with 3588) completeness: -- of full age, man, {perfect}. 

perfect 8003 ## shalem {shaw-lame'}; from 7999; complete (literally or figuratively); especially friendly: -- 
full, just, made ready, peaceable, {perfect}(-ed), quiet, Shalem [by mistake for a name], whole. 

perfecting 2677 # katartismos {kat-ar-tis-mos'}; from 2675; complete furnishing (objectively): -- 
{perfecting}. 



prepare 2675 # katartizo {kat-ar-tid'-zo}; from 2596 and a derivative of 739; to complete thoroughly, i.e. 
repair (literally or figuratively) or adjust: -- fit, frame, mend, (make) perfect(-ly join together), {prepare}, 
restore. 

quiet 8003 ## shalem {shaw-lame'}; from 7999; complete (literally or figuratively); especially friendly: -- 
full, just, made ready, peaceable, perfect(-ed), {quiet}, Shalem [by mistake for a name], whole. 

ready 8003 ## shalem {shaw-lame'}; from 7999; complete (literally or figuratively); especially friendly: -- 
full, just, made {ready}, peaceable, perfect(-ed), quiet, Shalem [by mistake for a name], whole. 

restore 2675 # katartizo {kat-ar-tid'-zo}; from 2596 and a derivative of 739; to complete thoroughly, i.e. 
repair (literally or figuratively) or adjust: -- fit, frame, mend, (make) perfect(-ly join together), prepare, 
{restore}. 

Shalem 8003 ## shalem {shaw-lame'}; from 7999; complete (literally or figuratively); especially friendly: -- 
full, just, made ready, peaceable, perfect(-ed), quiet, {Shalem} [by mistake for a name], whole. 

together 1997 # episunagoge {ep-ee-soon-ag-o-gay'}; from 1996; a complete collection; especially a 
Christian meeting (for worship): -- assembling (gathering) {together}. 

together 2675 # katartizo {kat-ar-tid'-zo}; from 2596 and a derivative of 739; to complete thoroughly, i.e. 
repair (literally or figuratively) or adjust: -- fit, frame, mend, (make) perfect(-ly join {together}), prepare, 
restore. 

whole 3648 # holokleros {hol'-ok'-lay-ros}; from 3650 and 2819; complete in every part, i.e. perfectly sound 
(in body): -- entire, {whole}. 

whole 8003 ## shalem {shaw-lame'}; from 7999; complete (literally or figuratively); especially friendly: -- 
full, just, made ready, peaceable, perfect(-ed), quiet, Shalem [by mistake for a name], {whole}. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

complete 03615 ## kalah {kaw-law'} ; a primitive root ; to end , whether intransitive (to cease , be finished , 
perish) or transitived (to {complete} , prepare , consume) : -- accomplish , cease , consume (away) , 
determine , destroy (utterly) , be (when . . were) done , (be an) end (of) , expire , (cause to) fail , faint , finish 
, fulfil , X fully , X have , leave (off) , long , bring to pass , wholly reap , make clean riddance , spend , quite 
take away , waste . 

complete 03624 ## kelach {keh'- lakh} ; from an unused root meaning to be {complete} ; maturity : -- full 
(old) age . 

complete 03632 ## kaliyl {kaw-leel'} ; from 03634 ; {complete} ; as noun , the whole (specifically , a sacrifice
entirely consumed) ; as adverb , fully : -- all , every whit , flame , perfect (- ion) , utterly , whole burnt 
offering (sacrifice) , wholly . 

complete 03634 ## kalal {kaw-lal'} ; a primitive root ; to {complete} : -- (make) perfect . 

complete 03635 ## k@lal (Aramaic) {kel-al'} ; corresponding to 03634 ; to {complete} : -- finish , make (set) 
up . 

complete 03636 ## K@lal {kel-awl'} ; from 03634 ; {complete} ; Kelal , an Israelite : -- Chelal 

complete 05239 ## nalah {naw-law'} ; apparently a primitive root ; to {complete} : -- make an end . 

complete 07650 ## shaba` {shaw-bah'} ; a primitive root ; propr . to be {complete} , but used only as a 
denominative from 07651 ; to seven oneself , i . e . swear (as if by repeating a declaration seven times) : -- 
adjure , charge (by an oath , with an oath) , feed to the full [by mistake for 07646 ] , take an oath , X straitly
, (cause to , make to) swear . 

complete 08000 ## sh@lam (Aramaic) {shel-am'} ; corresponding to 07999 ; to {complete} , to restore : -- 
deliver , finish . 

complete 08003 ## shalem {shaw-lame'} ; from 07999 ; {complete} (literally or figuratively) ; especially 
friendly : -- full , just , made ready , peaceable , perfect (- ed) , quiet , Shalem [by mistake for a name ] , 
whole . 

complete 08382 ## ta'am {taw-am'} ; a primitive root ; to be {complete} ; but used only as denominative 
from 08380 , to be (causatively , make) twinned , i . e . (figuratively) duplicate or (arch .) jointed : -- coupled
(together) , bear twins . 

complete 08535 ## tam {tawm} ; from 08552 ; {complete} ; usually (morally) pious ; specifically , gentle , 
dear : -- coupled together , perfect , plain , undefiled , upright . 

complete 08549 ## tamiym {taw-meem'} ; from 08552 ; entire (literally , figuratively or morally) ; also (as 
noun) integrity , truth : -- without blemish , {complete} , full , perfect , sincerely (- ity) , sound , without spot



, undefiled , upright (- ly) , whole . 

complete 08550 ## Tummiym {toom-meem'} ; plural of 08537 ; perfections , i . e . (techn .) one of the 
epithets of the objects in the high-priest's breastplate as an emblem of {complete} Truth : -- Thummim . 

complete 08552 ## tamam {taw-mam'} ; a primitive root ; to {complete} , in a good or a bad sense , literal , 
or figurative , transitive or intransitive (as follows) : -- accomplish , cease , be clean [pass-] ed , consume , 
have done , (come to an , have an , make an) end , fail , come to the full , be all gone , X be all here , be 
(make) perfect , be spent , sum , be (shew self) upright , be wasted , whole . 

complete 0378 - anapleroo {an-ap-lay-ro'-o}; from 0303 and 4137; to {complete}; by implication, to occupy, 
supply; figuratively, to accomplish (by coincidence ot obedience): -- fill up, fulfill, occupy, supply. 

complete 0658 - apoteleo {ap-ot-el-eh'-o}; from 0575 and 5055; to {complete} entirely, i.e. consummate: -- 
finish. 

complete 0739 - artios {ar'-tee-os}; from 0737; fresh, i.e. (by implication) {complete}: -- perfect. 

complete 1615 - ekteleo {ek-tel-eh'-o}; from 1537 and 5055; to {complete} fully: -- finish. 

complete 1997 - episunagoge {ep-ee-soon-ag-o-gay'}; from 1996; a {complete} collection; especially a 
Christian meeting (for worship): -- assembling (gathering) together. 

complete 2675 - katartizo {kat-ar-tid'-zo}; from 2596 and a derivative of 0739; to {complete} thoroughly, i.e.
repair (literally or figuratively) or adjust: -- fit, frame, mend, (make) perfect(-ly join together), prepare, 
restore. 

complete 2677 - katartismos {kat-ar-tis-mos'}; from 2675; {complete} furnishing (objectively): -- perfecting.

complete 3648 - holokleros {hol'-ok'-lay-ros}; from 3650 and 2819; {complete} in every part, i.e. perfectly 
sound (in body): -- entire, whole. 

complete 3650 - holos {hol'-os}; a primary word; " whole " or " all " , i.e. {complete} (in extent, amount, 
time or degree), especially (neuter) as noun or adverb: -- all, altogether, every whit, + throughout, whole. 

complete 3651 - holoteles {hol-ot-el-ace'}; from 3650 and 5056; {complete} to the end, i.e. absolutely perfect:
-- wholly. 

complete 4134 - pleres {play'-race}; from 4130; replete, or covered over; by analogy, {complete}: -- full. 

complete 4137 - pleroo {play-ro'-o}; from 4134; to make replete, i.e. (literally) to cram (a net), level up (a 
hollow), or (figuratively) to furnish (or imbue, diffuse, influence), satisfy, execute (an office), finish (a period
or task), verify (or coincide with a prediction), etc.: -- accomplish, X after, (be) {complete}, end, expire, fill 
(up), fulfil, (be, make) full (come), fully preach, perfect, supply. 

complete 4845 - sumpleroo {soom-play-ro'-o}; from 4862 and 4137; to implenish completely, i.e. (of space) 
to swamp (a boat), or (of time) to accomplish (passive, be {complete}): -- (fully) come, fill up. 

complete 4931 - sunteleo {soon-tel-eh'-o}; from 4862 and 5055; to {complete} entirely; generally, to execute 
(literally or figuratively): -- end, finish, fulfil, make. 

complete 4938 - suntrimma {soon-trim'-mah}; from 4937; concussion or utter fracture (properly, 
concretely), i.e. {complete} ruin: -- destruction. 



complete 5046 - teleios {tel'-i-os}; from 5056; {complete} (in various applications of labor, growth, mental 
and moral character, etc.); neuter (as noun, with 3588) completeness: -- of full age, man, perfect. 

complete 5048 - teleioo {tel-i-o'-o}; from 5046; to {complete}, i.e. (literally) accomplish, or (figuratively) 
consummate (in character): -- consecrate, finish, fulfil, make) perfect. 

complete 5055 - teleo {tel-eh'-o}; from 5056; to end, ie. {complete}, execute, conclude, discharge (a debt): -- 
accomplish, make an end, expire, fill up, finish, go over, pay, perform. 

completed 03622 ## K@luwhay {kel-oo-hah'- ee} ; from 03615 ; {completed} ; Keluhai , an Israelite : -- 
Chelluh . 

completed 07999 ## shalam {shaw-lam'} ; a primitive root ; to be safe (in mind , body or estate) ; 
figuratively , to be (causatively , make) {completed} ; by implication , to be friendly ; by extension , to 
reciprocate (in various applications) : -- make amends , (make an) end , finish , full , give again , make good 
, (re-) pay (again) , (make) (to) (be at) peace (- able) , that is perfect , perform , (make) prosper (- ous) , 
recompense , render , requite , make restitution , restore , reward , X surely . 

completely 03617 ## kalah {kaw-law'} ; from 03615 ; a completion ; adverb , {completely} ; also destruction
: -- altogether , (be , utterly) consume (- d) , consummation (- ption) , was determined , (full , utter) end , 
riddance . 

completely 04974 ## m@thom {meth-ohm'} ; from 08552 ; wholesomeness ; also (adverb) {completely} : -- 
men [by reading 04962 ] , soundness . 

completely 2005 - epiteleo {ep-ee-tel-eh'-o}; from 1909 and 5055; to fulfill further (or {completely}), i.e. 
execute; by implication, to terminate, undergo: -- accomplish, do, finish, (make) (perfect), perform(X -
ance). 

completely 3654 - holos {hol'-oce}; adverb from 3650; {completely}, i.e. altogether; (by analogy,) 
everywhere; (negatively) not by any means: -- at all, commonly, utterly. 

completely 4033 - perikukloo {per-ee-koo-klo'-o}; from 4012 and 2944; to encircle all around, i.e. blockade 
{completely}: -- compass round. 

completely 4048 - perirrhegnumi {per-ir-hrayg'-noo-mee}; from 4012 and 4486; to tear all around, i.e. 
{completely} away: -- rend off. 

completely 4135 - plerophoreo {play-rof-or-eh'-o}; from 4134 and 5409; to carry out fully (in evidence), i.e. 
{completely} assure (or convince), entirely accomplish: -- most surely believe, fully know (persuade), make 
full proof of. 

completely 4794 - sugkupto {soong-koop'-to}; from 4862 and 2955; to stoop altogether, i.e. be {completely} 
overcome by: -- bow together. 

completely 4845 - sumpleroo {soom-play-ro'-o}; from 4862 and 4137; to implenish {completely}, i.e. (of 
space) to swamp (a boat), or (of time) to accomplish (passive, be complete): -- (fully) come, fill up. 

completely 4846 - sumpnigo {soom-pnee'-go}; from 4862 and 4155; to strangle {completely}, i.e. (literally) to
drown, or (figuratively) to crowd: -- choke, throng. 

completely 4894 - suneido {soon-i'-do}; from 4862 and 1492; to see {completely}; used (like its primary) 
only in two past tenses, respectively meaning to understand or become aware, and to be conscious or 
(clandestinely) informed of: -- consider, know, be privy, be ware of. 



completely 4937 - suntribo {soon-tree'-bo}; from 4862 and the base of 5147; to crush {completely}, i.e. to 
shatter (literally or figuratively): -- break (in pieces), broken to shivers (+ -hearted), bruise. 

completely 4952 - susparasso {soos-par-as'-so}; from 4862 and 4682; to rend {completely}, i.e. (by analogy) 
to convulse violently: -- throw down. 

completely 5049 - teleios {tel-i'-oce}; adverb from 5046; {completely}, i.e. (of hope) without wavering: -- to 
the end. 

completeness 08502 ## tiklah {tik-law'} ; from 03615 ; {completeness} : -- perfection . 

completeness 08537 ## tom {tome} ; from 08552 ; {completeness} ; figuratively , prosperity ; usually 
(morally) innocence : -- full , integrity , perfect (- ion) , simplicity , upright (- ly ,-ness) , at a venture . See 
08550 . 

completeness 4012 - peri {per-ee'}; from the base of 4008; properly, through (all over), i.e. around; 
figuratively with respect to; used in various applications, of place, cause or time (with the genitive case 
denoting the subject or occasion or superlative point; with the accusative case the locality, circuit, matter, 
circumstance or general period): -- (there-)about, above, against, at, on behalf of, X and his company, 
which concern, (as) concerning, for, X how it will go with, ( [there-, where-]) of, on, over, pertaining (to), for
sake, X (e-)state, (as) touching, [where-]by (in), with. In comparative, it retains substantially the same 
meaning of circuit (around), excess (beyond), or {completeness} (through). 

completeness 4862 - sun {soon}; a primary preposition denoting union; with or together (but much closer 
than 3326 or 3844), i.e. by association, companionship, process, resemblance, possession, instrumentality, 
addition, etc.: -- beside, with. In composition it has similar applications, including {completeness}. 

completeness 5046 - teleios {tel'-i-os}; from 5056; complete (in various applications of labor, growth, mental
and moral character, etc.); neuter (as noun, with 3588) {completeness}: -- of full age, man, perfect. 

completeness 5047 - teleiotes {tel-i-ot'-ace}; from 5046; (the state) {completeness} (mentally or morally): -- 
perfection(-ness). 

completer 5051 - teleiotes {tel-i-o-tace'}; from 5048; a {completer}, i.e. consummater: -- finisher. 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.

0378 + fulfil + to fill + to supply + part they have supplied + shall he that occupieth + And in them is 
fulfilled +/ . anapleroo {an-ap-lay-ro'-o}; from 0303 + each + every + apiece + through +/ and 4137 + may be
full 4137- may be full 4137- come + full + Fill + fill + filled + Fulfil + me full + perfect + preached + But 
after + fulfilled + I am full + accomplish + and fulfil + was filled + were filled + he was full + may be full + 
hath filled + it was full + he had ended + is fulfilled + be fulfilled + were expired + Being filled + and 
complete + I have fully + us to fulfil + shall supply + might be full + was fulfilled + but to fulfil + and it 
filled + but be filled + they fulfilled + were fulfilled + ye have filled + hath fulfilled + thou shalt make + and 
were filled + it be fulfilled + shall be filled + that thou fulfil + may be fulfilled + things were ended + might 
be fulfilled + of you I am filled + shall be fulfilled + that he might fill + of him that filleth + should be 
fulfilled + And ye are complete + that I may be filled + day they have fulfilled + to me for you to fulfil + 
when they had fulfilled + that ye might be filled + needs have been fulfilled + that it might be fulfilled + 
That it might be fulfilled + as they were should be fulfilled +/ ; to complete; by implication, to occupy, 
supply; figuratively, to accomplish (by coincidence ot obedience): --fill up, fulfill, occupy, supply . 

0658 + when it is finished +/ . apoteleo {ap-ot-el-eh'-o}; from 0575 + at + On + on + ago + off + since + and 
on + was at + before + them at + because + begin at + out before + from among + to forsake + woman since 
+ in you since + by the space + can ye escape + have been since + as was not since +/ and 5055 + pay + make 
+ over + an end + to make + not make + had made + ye fulfil + are expired + if it fulfil + accomplished + 
had finished + were finished + It is finished + were fulfilled + I have finished + be accomplished + they had 
fulfilled + it be accomplished + should be finished + shall be fulfilled + they had performed + should be 
fulfilled + shall be accomplished + for in them is filled + and ye shall not fulfil + they shall have finished + 
unto you Ye shall not have gone +/ ; to complete entirely, i .e . consummate: --finish . 

1603 + hath fulfilled +/ . ekpleroo {ek-play-ro'-o}; from 1537 + at + on + off + over + among + Since + you 
on + through + thou on + betwixt + because + and over + by reason + hand and on + hand and on + for he is
on + unto them on + ye out among + not unto you at + shall there be among +/ and 4137 + may be full 4137- 
may be full 4137- come + full + Fill + fill + filled + Fulfil + me full + perfect + preached + But after + 
fulfilled + I am full + accomplish + and fulfil + was filled + were filled + he was full + may be full + hath 
filled + it was full + he had ended + is fulfilled + be fulfilled + were expired + Being filled + and complete + I
have fully + us to fulfil + shall supply + might be full + was fulfilled + but to fulfil + and it filled + but be 
filled + they fulfilled + were fulfilled + ye have filled + hath fulfilled + thou shalt make + and were filled + it 
be fulfilled + shall be filled + that thou fulfil + may be fulfilled + things were ended + might be fulfilled + of 
you I am filled + shall be fulfilled + that he might fill + of him that filleth + should be fulfilled + And ye are 
complete + that I may be filled + day they have fulfilled + to me for you to fulfil + when they had fulfilled + 
that ye might be filled + needs have been fulfilled + that it might be fulfilled + That it might be fulfilled + as 
they were should be fulfilled +/ ; to accomplish entirely: --fulfill . 

1615 + to finish +/ . ekteleo {ek-tel-eh'-o}; from 1537 + at + on + off + over + among + Since + you on + 
through + thou on + betwixt + because + and over + by reason + hand and on + hand and on + for he is on +
unto them on + ye out among + not unto you at + shall there be among +/ and 5055 + pay + make + over + 
an end + to make + not make + had made + ye fulfil + are expired + if it fulfil + accomplished + had finished
+ were finished + It is finished + were fulfilled + I have finished + be accomplished + they had fulfilled + it 
be accomplished + should be finished + shall be fulfilled + they had performed + should be fulfilled + shall 
be accomplished + for in them is filled + and ye shall not fulfil + they shall have finished + unto you Ye shall
not have gone +/ ; to complete fully: --finish . 

1997 + together + the assembling + and by our gathering +/ . episunagoge {ep-ee-soon-ag-o-gay'}; from 1996
+ together + gathereth + was gathered + I have gathered + and shall gather + and they shall gather + In the 



mean time when there were gathered +/ ; a complete collection; especially a Christian meeting (for 
worship): --assembling (gathering) together . 

2675 + make + Make + fitted + joined + mending + restore + together + Be perfect + were framed + and 
might perfect + hast thou prepared + one that is perfect + thou hast perfected +/ . katartizo {kat-ar-tid'-zo};
from 2596 + after 2596- after 2596- at + on + At + yet + own + into + over + after + where + every + about + 
after + it on + cause + And at + before + toward + matter + Against + covered + through + against + in 
every + me after + my state + touching + us after + is after + But after + According + men after + not after 
+ it be yet + of but on + according + and every + but after + in respect + Concerning + ye against + my 
affairs + that after + throughout + concerning + upon you on + not against + place every + and against + 
being alone + him against + as touching + that through + unto them at + things after + laid against + is 
according + it not after + we according + not ye after + and in every + particularly + it according + him 
according + you according + as concerning + and not after + not according + As concerning + for him after 
+ man according + Not according + day according + but according + violently down + itself against + when 
he was at + can be against + for that after + of him through + things against + thing according + which are 
among + be done through + by you according + things according + somewhat against + that was against + 
unto me according + but not according + which is according + shall be according + of me is not after + with 
them according + to him out of every + one of you according + unto thee that after + sakes but as touching 
+ be it unto me according + For they that are after + him that was born after + any thing to the charge + 
but they that are after + let us prophesy according + For he that is not against + in you and ye in him 
according + He that is not with me is against + him not for he that is not against +/ and a derivative of 0739 
+ may be perfect +/ ; to complete thoroughly, i .e . repair (literally or figuratively) or adjust: --fit, frame, 
mend, (make) perfect(-ly join together), prepare, restore . 

2677 + For the perfecting +/ . katartismos {kat-ar-tis-mos'}; from 2675 + make + Make + fitted + joined + 
mending + restore + together + Be perfect + were framed + and might perfect + hast thou prepared + one 
that is perfect + thou hast perfected +/ ; complete furnishing (objectively): --perfecting . 

3648 + whole + and entire +/ . holokleros {hol'-ok'-lay-ros}; from 3650 + all + All + whit + whole + every + 
in all + of all + And all + and all + But all + with all + that all + upon all + even all + the whole + us in all + 
thy whole + are in all + that whole + throughout + ye here all + their whole + and with all + him with all + in
the whole + and his whole + And the whole + and the whole + with the whole + and of the whole + and that 
the whole + unto him the whole + was faithful in all + to pass that a whole + and not that thy whole + for the
sins of the whole + unto him Thou wast altogether +/ and 2819 + lot + lots + part + heritage + and the lot + 
and inheritance + forth their lots + of the inheritance +/ ; complete in every part, i .e . perfectly sound (in 
body): --entire, whole . 

3651 +/ . holoteles {hol-ot-el-ace'}; from 3650 + all + All + whit + whole + every + in all + of all + And all + 
and all + But all + with all + that all + upon all + even all + the whole + us in all + thy whole + are in all + 
that whole + throughout + ye here all + their whole + and with all + him with all + in the whole + and his 
whole + And the whole + and the whole + with the whole + and of the whole + and that the whole + unto 
him the whole + was faithful in all + to pass that a whole + and not that thy whole + for the sins of the whole
+ unto him Thou wast altogether +/ and 5056 + end + custom + an end + the end + Finally + the ends + is 
the end + to the end + and the end + and the end + for the end + But the end + unto the end + shall the end 
+ cometh the end + and the ending + and the ending + is due ; custom + by her continual + them unto the 
end + to pass but the end + to pass ; but the end + needs be ; but the end + upon them to the uttermost +/ ; 
complete to the end, i .e . absolutely perfect: --wholly . 

4137 + may be full 4137- may be full 4137- come + full + Fill + fill + filled + Fulfil + me full + perfect + 
preached + But after + fulfilled + I am full + accomplish + and fulfil + was filled + were filled + he was full +
may be full + hath filled + it was full + he had ended + is fulfilled + be fulfilled + were expired + Being filled 
+ and complete + I have fully + us to fulfil + shall supply + might be full + was fulfilled + but to fulfil + and 
it filled + but be filled + they fulfilled + were fulfilled + ye have filled + hath fulfilled + thou shalt make + 
and were filled + it be fulfilled + shall be filled + that thou fulfil + may be fulfilled + things were ended + 
might be fulfilled + of you I am filled + shall be fulfilled + that he might fill + of him that filleth + should be 



fulfilled + And ye are complete + that I may be filled + day they have fulfilled + to me for you to fulfil + 
when they had fulfilled + that ye might be filled + needs have been fulfilled + that it might be fulfilled + 
That it might be fulfilled + as they were should be fulfilled +/ . pleroo {play-ro'-o}; from 4134 + a full 4134- 
a full 4134- full + O full + and full + being full + that the full + woman was full + these sayings they were 
full +/ ; to make replete, i .e . (literally) to cram (a net), level up (a hollow), or (figuratively) to furnish (or 
imbue, diffuse, influence), satisfy, execute (an office), finish (a period or task), verify (or coincide with a 
prediction), etc .: --accomplish, X after, (be) complete, end, expire, fill (up), fulfil, (be, make) full (come), 
fully preach, perfect, supply . 

4138 + full + piece + fulness + that filled + the fulness + their fulness + of the fulness + in the fulness + and 
the fulness + is the fulfilling + And of his fulness + for that which is put in to fill +/ . pleroma 
{play'-ro-mah}; from 4137 + may be full 4137- may be full 4137- come + full + Fill + fill + filled + Fulfil + 
me full + perfect + preached + But after + fulfilled + I am full + accomplish + and fulfil + was filled + were 
filled + he was full + may be full + hath filled + it was full + he had ended + is fulfilled + be fulfilled + were 
expired + Being filled + and complete + I have fully + us to fulfil + shall supply + might be full + was 
fulfilled + but to fulfil + and it filled + but be filled + they fulfilled + were fulfilled + ye have filled + hath 
fulfilled + thou shalt make + and were filled + it be fulfilled + shall be filled + that thou fulfil + may be 
fulfilled + things were ended + might be fulfilled + of you I am filled + shall be fulfilled + that he might fill +
of him that filleth + should be fulfilled + And ye are complete + that I may be filled + day they have fulfilled
+ to me for you to fulfil + when they had fulfilled + that ye might be filled + needs have been fulfilled + that 
it might be fulfilled + That it might be fulfilled + as they were should be fulfilled +/ ; repletion or 
completion, i .e . (subjectively) what fills (as contents, supplement, copiousness, multitude), or (objectively) 
what is filled (as container, performance, period): --which is put in to fill up, piece that filled up, fulfilling, 
full, fulness . 

4845 + come + was come + was fully + and they were filled +/ . sumpleroo {soom-play-ro'-o}; from 4862 + 
and beside + accompanied +/ and 4137 + may be full 4137- may be full 4137- come + full + Fill + fill + filled 
+ Fulfil + me full + perfect + preached + But after + fulfilled + I am full + accomplish + and fulfil + was 
filled + were filled + he was full + may be full + hath filled + it was full + he had ended + is fulfilled + be 
fulfilled + were expired + Being filled + and complete + I have fully + us to fulfil + shall supply + might be 
full + was fulfilled + but to fulfil + and it filled + but be filled + they fulfilled + were fulfilled + ye have filled 
+ hath fulfilled + thou shalt make + and were filled + it be fulfilled + shall be filled + that thou fulfil + may 
be fulfilled + things were ended + might be fulfilled + of you I am filled + shall be fulfilled + that he might 
fill + of him that filleth + should be fulfilled + And ye are complete + that I may be filled + day they have 
fulfilled + to me for you to fulfil + when they had fulfilled + that ye might be filled + needs have been 
fulfilled + that it might be fulfilled + That it might be fulfilled + as they were should be fulfilled +/ ; to 
implenish completely, i .e . (of space) to swamp (a boat), or (of time) to accomplish (passive, be complete): --
(fully) come, fill up . 

4931 + ended + had ended + when I will make + For he will finish + and when they were ended + things 
shall be fulfilled +/ . sunteleo {soon-tel-eh'-o}; from 4862 + and beside + accompanied +/ and 5055 + pay + 
make + over + an end + to make + not make + had made + ye fulfil + are expired + if it fulfil + accomplished
+ had finished + were finished + It is finished + were fulfilled + I have finished + be accomplished + they 
had fulfilled + it be accomplished + should be finished + shall be fulfilled + they had performed + should be 
fulfilled + shall be accomplished + for in them is filled + and ye shall not fulfil + they shall have finished + 
unto you Ye shall not have gone +/ ; to complete entirely; generally, to execute (literally or figuratively): --
end, finish, fulfil, make . 

5046 + age + be men + perfect + be perfect + is perfect + the perfect + and perfect + her perfect + but 
perfect + is a perfect + as be perfect + unto a perfect + and more perfect + that which is perfect + them that 
are perfect + that ye may be perfect + to them that are of full +/ . teleios {tel'-i-os}; from 5056 + end + 
custom + an end + the end + Finally + the ends + is the end + to the end + and the end + and the end + for 
the end + But the end + unto the end + shall the end + cometh the end + and the ending + and the ending + 
is due ; custom + by her continual + them unto the end + to pass but the end + to pass ; but the end + needs 
be ; but the end + upon them to the uttermost +/ ; complete (in various applications of labor, growth, 



mental and moral character, etc .); neuter (as noun, with 3588 + who 3588- who 3588- ever 3588- ever 3588-
who + any + Who + this + Some + what + This + when + then + some + this + Whoso + While + thine + 
whose + which + Which + These + Those + these + which + those + sake which 3588- sake which 3588- by 
this + whereby + in your + is this + by your + to whom + in this + as much + of this + but who + to your + 
And your + Let your + as those + But this + and when + thee who + came who + for your + in these + And 
this + he which + hand who + to those + ye which + For what + And some + and your + of these + of those + 
For this + we which + not what + and some + And when + in those + her which + and whoso + man which + 
and these + him which + but those + But whoso + and Whoso + and which + Whosoever + And whoso + 
them what + with such + for those + her which + whosoever + one which + and those + But while + thee 
what + unto your + that when + was which + that this + from your + and thine + son which + For those + 
But those + and whose + that those + than those + even those + and others + unto those + shall your + that 
which + thee which + ones which + unto these + them which + women which + things your + thing which + 
And of some + works which + is he which + to them who + ye not what + and another + was he which + is 
and which + But in those + of you which + to you which + him for some + is and which + us from this + 
things which + even in this + He it is who + to pass when + with her who + by the which + and for your + 
out of those + things which + For we which + him but some + that we which + not whosoever + to pass while
+ And whosoever + is that which + of them which + and whosoever + For whosoever + to pass which + by 
that which + on them which + was and which + was and which + unto thee Who + unto us which + and 
whosoever + to them which + that he which + from him which + not them which + that whosoever + That 
whosoever + And they which + are they which + there be which + not them which + thing and what + for 
whatsoever + Even unto this + but that which + not that which + diligently who + for them which + them 
not those + But let us who + that they which + with me in your + there are which + him ; and others + they 
may by your + unto them to this + him with them who + that things which + to pass that when + to pass 
that when + and to them which + to pass that while + unto you Whosoever + them unto us which + to pass 
that while + unto her Whosoever + those things which + that it is he which + But unto them which + and I 
pray God your + that it was he which + yea and things which + are the things which + by the means of those
+ unto you That ye which + unto you That whosoever + For we that are in this + of them diligently what + 
of Abraham 11 and whosoever + unto them Ye are they which + sake and for their sakes which +/ ) 
completeness: --of full age, man, perfect . 



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

complete 4137 ** pleroo ** accomplish, X after, (be) {complete}, end, expire, fill(up), fulfil, (be, make) full 
(come), fully preach, perfect, supply.

complete 8549 -- tamiym -- without blemish, {complete}, full, perfect, sincerely(-ity), sound, without spot, 
undefiled, upright(-ly), whole.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.

complete 4137 pleroo * {complete} , {4137 pleroo } ,



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

* complete , 4137 ,

- complete , 8549 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.

complete - 4137 after, come, {complete}, ended, expired, fill, filled, filleth, fulfil, fulfilled, full, make, perfect,
supply,
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

complete Col_02_10 # And ye are complete in him, which is the head of all principality and power:

complete Col_04_12 # Epaphras, who is [one] of you, a servant of Christ, saluteth you, always labouring 
fervently for you in prayers, that ye may stand perfect and complete in all the will of God.

complete Lev_23_15 # And ye shall count unto you from the morrow after the sabbath, from the day that ye
brought the sheaf of the wave offering; seven sabbaths shall be complete:



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

complete in all Col_04_12 # Epaphras, who is [one] of you, a servant of Christ, saluteth you, always 
labouring fervently for you in prayers, that ye may stand perfect and complete in all the will of God.

complete in him Col_02_10 # And ye are complete in him, which is the head of all principality and power:

complete Lev_23_15 # And ye shall count unto you from the morrow after the sabbath, from the day that ye
brought the sheaf of the wave offering; seven sabbaths shall be complete:



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies



Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

complete ^ Lev_23_15 / complete /^ 

complete ^ Col_04_12 / complete /^in all the will of God. 

complete ^ Col_02_10 / complete /^in him, which is the head of all principality and power: 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies

complete ......... and complete 4137 -pleroo-> 

complete ......... And ye are complete 4137 -pleroo-> 



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

complete Col_02_10 And ye are {complete} in him, which is the head of all principality and power: 

complete Col_04_12 Epaphras, who is [one] of you, a servant of Christ, saluteth you, always labouring 
fervently for you in prayers, that ye may stand perfect and {complete} in all the will of God. 

complete Lev_23_15 And ye shall count unto you from the morrow after the sabbath, from the day that ye 
brought the sheaf of the wave offering; seven sabbaths shall be {complete}: 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse

complete ^ Col_04_12 Epaphras <1889>, who is one of <1537> you <5216>, a servant <1401> of Christ 
<5547>, saluteth <0782> (5736) you <5209>, always <3842> labouring fervently <0075> (5740) for <5228> 
you <5216> in <1722> prayers <4335>, that <2443> ye may stand <2476> (5632) perfect <5046> and 
<2532> {complete} <4137> (5772) in <1722> all <3956> the will <2307> of God <2316>. 

complete ^ Col_02_10 And <2532> ye are <2075> (5748) {complete} <4137> (5772) in <1722> him <0846>, 
which <3739> is <2076> (5748) the head <2776> of all <3956> principality <0746> and <2532> power 
<1849>: 
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words

complete Col_02_10 And ye are {complete} (4137 -pleroo -) in him , which (3739 -hos -) is the head (2776 -kephale -) of all (3956 -pas -) principality (0746 -arche -) and power (1849 -exousia -) : 

complete Col_04_12 Epaphras (1889 -Epaphras -) , who (3588 -ho -) is [ one ] of you , a servant (1401 -doulos -) of Christ (5547 -Christos -) , saluteth (0782 -aspazomai -) you , always (3842 -pantote -) labouring (0075 -
agonizomai -) fervently for you in prayers (4335 -proseuche -) , that ye may stand (2476 -histemi -) perfect (5046 -teleios -) and {complete} (4137 -pleroo -) in all (3956 -pas -) the will (2307 -thelema -) of God (2316 -theos -) .

complete Lev_23_15 . And ye shall count (05608 +caphar ) unto you from the morrow (04283 +mochorath ) after the sabbath (07676 +shabbath ) , from the day (03117 +yowm ) that ye brought (00935 +bow) ) the sheaf 
(06016 +(omer ) of the wave (08573 +t@nuwphah ) offering ; seven (07651 +sheba( ) sabbaths (07676 +shabbath ) shall be {complete} (08549 +tamiym ) : 
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age 5046 # teleios {tel'-i-os}; from 5056; complete (in various applications of labor, growth, mental and moral character, etc.); neuter (as noun, with 3588) completeness: -- of full {age}, man, perfect.[ql all 3650 # holos {hol'-os}; a 
primary word; "whole" or "all", i. e. complete (in extent, amount, time or degree), especially (neuter) as noun or adverb: -- {all}, altogether, every whit, + throughout, whole.[ql altogether 3650 # holos {hol'-os}; a primary word; 
"whole" or "all", i.e. complete (in extent, amount, time or degree), especially (neuter) as noun or adverb: -- all, {altogether}, every whit, + throughout, whole.[ql assembling 1997 # episunagoge {ep-ee-soon-ag-o-gay'}; from 1996; a 
complete collection; especially a Christian meeting (for worship): -- {assembling} (gathering) together.[ql complete 4137 # pleroo {play-ro'-o}; from 4134; to make replete, i.e. (literally) to cram (a net), level up (a hollow), or 
(figuratively) to furnish (or imbue, diffuse, influence), satisfy, execute (an office), finish (a period or task), verify (or coincide with a prediction), etc.: -- accomplish, X after, (be) {complete}, end, expire, fill (up), fulfil, (be, make) full 
(come), fully preach, perfect, supply.[ql destruction 4938 # suntrimma {soon-trim'-mah}; from 4937; concussion or utter fracture (properly, concretely), i.e. complete ruin: -- {destruction}.[ql end 4931 # sunteleo {soon-tel-eh'-o}; from 
4862 and 5055; to complete entirely; generally, to execute (literally or figuratively): -- {end}, finish, fulfil, make.[ql every 3650 # holos {hol'-os}; a primary word; "whole" or "all", i.e. complete (in extent, amount, time or degree), 
especially (neuter) as noun or adverb: -- all, altogether, {every} whit, + throughout, whole.[ql finish 1615 # ekteleo {ek-tel-eh'-o}; from 1537 and 5055; to complete fully: -- {finish}.[ql finish 0658 # apoteleo {ap-ot-el-eh'-o}; from 575
and 5055; to complete entirely, i.e. consummate: -- {finish}.[ql finish 4931 # sunteleo {soon-tel-eh'-o}; from 4862 and 5055; to complete entirely; generally, to execute (literally or figuratively): -- end, {finish}, fulfil, make.[ql fit 2675 
# katartizo {kat-ar-tid'-zo}; from 2596 and a derivative of 739; to complete thoroughly, i.e. repair (literally or figuratively) or adjust: -- {fit}, frame, mend, (make) perfect(-ly join together), prepare, restore.[ql frame 2675 # katartizo 
{kat-ar-tid'-zo}; from 2596 and a derivative of 739; to complete thoroughly, i.e. repair (literally or figuratively) or adjust: -- fit, {frame}, mend, (make) perfect(-ly join together), prepare, restore.[ql fulfil 4931 # sunteleo 
{soon-tel-eh'-o}; from 4862 and 5055; to complete entirely; generally, to execute (literally or figuratively): -- end, finish, {fulfil}, make.[ql full 5046 # teleios {tel'-i-os}; from 5056; complete (in various applications of labor, growth, 
mental and moral character, etc.); neuter (as noun, with 3588) completeness: -- of {full} age, man, perfect.[ql gathering 1997 # episunagoge {ep-ee-soon-ag-o-gay'}; from 1996; a complete collection; especially a Christian meeting (for 
worship): -- assembling ({gathering}) together.[ql join 2675 # katartizo {kat-ar-tid'-zo}; from 2596 and a derivative of 739; to complete thoroughly, i.e. repair (literally or figuratively) or adjust: -- fit, frame, mend, (make) perfect(-ly 
{join} together), prepare, restore.[ql make 4931 # sunteleo {soon-tel-eh'-o}; from 4862 and 5055; to complete entirely; generally, to execute (literally or figuratively): -- end, finish, fulfil, {make}.[ql make 2675 # katartizo 
{kat-ar-tid'-zo}; from 2596 and a derivative of 739; to complete thoroughly, i.e. repair (literally or figuratively) or adjust: -- fit, frame, mend, ({make}) perfect(-ly join together), prepare, restore.[ql man 5046 # teleios {tel'-i-os}; from 
5056; complete (in various applications of labor, growth, mental and moral character, etc.); neuter (as noun, with 3588) completeness: -- of full age, {man}, perfect.[ql mend 2675 # katartizo {kat-ar-tid'-zo}; from 2596 and a derivative 
of 739; to complete thoroughly, i.e. repair (literally or figuratively) or adjust: -- fit, frame, {mend}, (make) perfect(-ly join together), prepare, restore.[ql of 5046 # teleios {tel'-i-os}; from 5056; complete (in various applications of 
labor, growth, mental and moral character, etc.); neuter (as noun, with 3588) completeness: -- {of} full age, man, perfect.[ql perfecting 2677 # katartismos {kat-ar-tis-mos'}; from 2675; complete furnishing (objectively): -- 
{perfecting}.[ql perfect 5046 # teleios {tel'-i-os}; from 5056; complete (in various applications of labor, growth, mental and moral character, etc.); neuter (as noun, with 3588) completeness: -- of full age, man, {perfect}.[ql perfect 
2675 # katartizo {kat-ar-tid'-zo}; from 2596 and a derivative of 739; to complete thoroughly, i.e. repair (literally or figuratively) or adjust: -- fit, frame, mend, (make) {perfect}(-ly join together), prepare, restore.[ql prepare 2675 # 
katartizo {kat-ar-tid'-zo}; from 2596 and a derivative of 739; to complete thoroughly, i.e. repair (literally or figuratively) or adjust: -- fit, frame, mend, (make) perfect(-ly join together), {prepare}, restore.[ql restore 2675 # katartizo 
{kat-ar-tid'-zo}; from 2596 and a derivative of 739; to complete thoroughly, i.e. repair (literally or figuratively) or adjust: -- fit, frame, mend, (make) perfect(-ly join together), prepare, {restore}.[ql throughout 3650 # holos {hol'-os}; a 
primary word; "whole" or "all", i.e. complete (in extent, amount, time or degree), especially (neuter) as noun or adverb: -- all, altogether, every whit, + {throughout}, whole.[ql together 1997 # episunagoge {ep-ee-soon-ag-o-gay'}; from
1996; a complete collection; especially a Christian meeting (for worship): -- assembling (gathering) {together}.[ql together 2675 # katartizo {kat-ar-tid'-zo}; from 2596 and a derivative of 739; to complete thoroughly, i.e. repair 
(literally or figuratively) or adjust: -- fit, frame, mend, (make) perfect(-ly join {together}), prepare, restore.[ql whit 3650 # holos {hol'-os}; a primary word; "whole" or "all", i.e. complete (in extent, amount, time or degree), especially 
(neuter) as noun or adverb: -- all, altogether, every {whit}, + throughout, whole.[ql whole 3648 # holokleros {hol'-ok'-lay-ros}; from 3650 and 2819; complete in every part, i.e. perfectly sound (in body): -- entire, {whole}.[ql whole 
3650 # holos {hol'-os}; a primary word; "whole" or "all", i.e. complete (in extent, amount, time or degree), especially (neuter) as noun or adverb: -- all, altogether, every whit, + throughout, {whole}.[ql wholly 3651 # holoteles 
{hol-ot-el-ace'}; from 3650 and 5056; complete to the end, i.e. absolutely perfect: -- {wholly}.[ql complete Interlinear Index Study complete LEV 023 015 . And ye shall count <05608 +caphar > unto you from the morrow <04283 
+mochorath > after the sabbath <07676 +shabbath > , from the day <03117 +yowm > that ye brought <00935 +bow> > the sheaf <06016 + of the wave <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering ; seven <07651 +sheba< > sabbaths <07676 
+shabbath > shall be {complete} <08549 +tamiym > : complete COL 002 010 And ye are {complete} <4137 -pleroo -> in him , which <3739 -hos -> is the head <2776 -kephale -> of all <3956 -pas -> principality <0746 -arche -> and 
power <1849 - exousia -> : complete COL 004 012 Epaphras <1889 -Epaphras -> , who <3588 -ho -> is [ one ] of you , a servant <1401 -doulos -> of Christ <5547 -Christos -> , saluteth <0782 -aspazomai -> you , always <3842 -
pantote -> labouring <0075 -agonizomai -> fervently for you in prayers <4335 -proseuche -> , that ye may stand <2476 - histemi -> perfect <5046 -teleios -> and {complete} <4137 - pleroo -> in all <3956 -pas -> the will <2307 -
thelema -> of God <2316 -theos -> . * complete , 4137 , - complete , 8549 , complete 003 012 Col /${complete /in all the will of God . complete 002 010 Col /${complete /in him , which is the head of all principality and power : 



age 5046 # teleios {tel'-i-os}; from 5056; complete (in various applications of labor, growth, mental and moral character, etc.); neuter (as noun, with 3588) completeness: -- of full {age}, man, perfect.[ql all 3650 # holos {hol'-os}; a 
primary word; "whole" or "all", i. e. complete (in extent, amount, time or degree), especially (neuter) as noun or adverb: -- {all}, altogether, every whit, + throughout, whole.[ql altogether 3650 # holos {hol'-os}; a primary word; 
"whole" or "all", i.e. complete (in extent, amount, time or degree), especially (neuter) as noun or adverb: -- all, {altogether}, every whit, + throughout, whole.[ql assembling 1997 # episunagoge {ep-ee-soon-ag-o-gay'}; from 1996; a 
complete collection; especially a Christian meeting (for worship): -- {assembling} (gathering) together.[ql complete 4137 # pleroo {play-ro'-o}; from 4134; to make replete, i.e. (literally) to cram (a net), level up (a hollow), or 
(figuratively) to furnish (or imbue, diffuse, influence), satisfy, execute (an office), finish (a period or task), verify (or coincide with a prediction), etc.: -- accomplish, X after, (be) {complete}, end, expire, fill (up), fulfil, (be, make) full 
(come), fully preach, perfect, supply.[ql destruction 4938 # suntrimma {soon-trim'-mah}; from 4937; concussion or utter fracture (properly, concretely), i.e. complete ruin: -- {destruction}.[ql end 4931 # sunteleo {soon-tel-eh'-o}; from 
4862 and 5055; to complete entirely; generally, to execute (literally or figuratively): -- {end}, finish, fulfil, make.[ql every 3650 # holos {hol'-os}; a primary word; "whole" or "all", i.e. complete (in extent, amount, time or degree), 
especially (neuter) as noun or adverb: -- all, altogether, {every} whit, + throughout, whole.[ql finish 1615 # ekteleo {ek-tel-eh'-o}; from 1537 and 5055; to complete fully: -- {finish}.[ql finish 0658 # apoteleo {ap-ot-el-eh'-o}; from 575
and 5055; to complete entirely, i.e. consummate: -- {finish}.[ql finish 4931 # sunteleo {soon-tel-eh'-o}; from 4862 and 5055; to complete entirely; generally, to execute (literally or figuratively): -- end, {finish}, fulfil, make.[ql fit 2675 
# katartizo {kat-ar-tid'-zo}; from 2596 and a derivative of 739; to complete thoroughly, i.e. repair (literally or figuratively) or adjust: -- {fit}, frame, mend, (make) perfect(-ly join together), prepare, restore.[ql frame 2675 # katartizo 
{kat-ar-tid'-zo}; from 2596 and a derivative of 739; to complete thoroughly, i.e. repair (literally or figuratively) or adjust: -- fit, {frame}, mend, (make) perfect(-ly join together), prepare, restore.[ql fulfil 4931 # sunteleo 
{soon-tel-eh'-o}; from 4862 and 5055; to complete entirely; generally, to execute (literally or figuratively): -- end, finish, {fulfil}, make.[ql full 5046 # teleios {tel'-i-os}; from 5056; complete (in various applications of labor, growth, 
mental and moral character, etc.); neuter (as noun, with 3588) completeness: -- of {full} age, man, perfect.[ql gathering 1997 # episunagoge {ep-ee-soon-ag-o-gay'}; from 1996; a complete collection; especially a Christian meeting (for 
worship): -- assembling ({gathering}) together.[ql join 2675 # katartizo {kat-ar-tid'-zo}; from 2596 and a derivative of 739; to complete thoroughly, i.e. repair (literally or figuratively) or adjust: -- fit, frame, mend, (make) perfect(-ly 
{join} together), prepare, restore.[ql make 4931 # sunteleo {soon-tel-eh'-o}; from 4862 and 5055; to complete entirely; generally, to execute (literally or figuratively): -- end, finish, fulfil, {make}.[ql make 2675 # katartizo 
{kat-ar-tid'-zo}; from 2596 and a derivative of 739; to complete thoroughly, i.e. repair (literally or figuratively) or adjust: -- fit, frame, mend, ({make}) perfect(-ly join together), prepare, restore.[ql man 5046 # teleios {tel'-i-os}; from 
5056; complete (in various applications of labor, growth, mental and moral character, etc.); neuter (as noun, with 3588) completeness: -- of full age, {man}, perfect.[ql mend 2675 # katartizo {kat-ar-tid'-zo}; from 2596 and a derivative 
of 739; to complete thoroughly, i.e. repair (literally or figuratively) or adjust: -- fit, frame, {mend}, (make) perfect(-ly join together), prepare, restore.[ql of 5046 # teleios {tel'-i-os}; from 5056; complete (in various applications of 
labor, growth, mental and moral character, etc.); neuter (as noun, with 3588) completeness: -- {of} full age, man, perfect.[ql perfecting 2677 # katartismos {kat-ar-tis-mos'}; from 2675; complete furnishing (objectively): -- 
{perfecting}.[ql perfect 5046 # teleios {tel'-i-os}; from 5056; complete (in various applications of labor, growth, mental and moral character, etc.); neuter (as noun, with 3588) completeness: -- of full age, man, {perfect}.[ql perfect 
2675 # katartizo {kat-ar-tid'-zo}; from 2596 and a derivative of 739; to complete thoroughly, i.e. repair (literally or figuratively) or adjust: -- fit, frame, mend, (make) {perfect}(-ly join together), prepare, restore.[ql prepare 2675 # 
katartizo {kat-ar-tid'-zo}; from 2596 and a derivative of 739; to complete thoroughly, i.e. repair (literally or figuratively) or adjust: -- fit, frame, mend, (make) perfect(-ly join together), {prepare}, restore.[ql restore 2675 # katartizo 
{kat-ar-tid'-zo}; from 2596 and a derivative of 739; to complete thoroughly, i.e. repair (literally or figuratively) or adjust: -- fit, frame, mend, (make) perfect(-ly join together), prepare, {restore}.[ql throughout 3650 # holos {hol'-os}; a 
primary word; "whole" or "all", i.e. complete (in extent, amount, time or degree), especially (neuter) as noun or adverb: -- all, altogether, every whit, + {throughout}, whole.[ql together 1997 # episunagoge {ep-ee-soon-ag-o-gay'}; from
1996; a complete collection; especially a Christian meeting (for worship): -- assembling (gathering) {together}.[ql together 2675 # katartizo {kat-ar-tid'-zo}; from 2596 and a derivative of 739; to complete thoroughly, i.e. repair 
(literally or figuratively) or adjust: -- fit, frame, mend, (make) perfect(-ly join {together}), prepare, restore.[ql whit 3650 # holos {hol'-os}; a primary word; "whole" or "all", i.e. complete (in extent, amount, time or degree), especially 
(neuter) as noun or adverb: -- all, altogether, every {whit}, + throughout, whole.[ql whole 3648 # holokleros {hol'-ok'-lay-ros}; from 3650 and 2819; complete in every part, i.e. perfectly sound (in body): -- entire, {whole}.[ql whole 
3650 # holos {hol'-os}; a primary word; "whole" or "all", i.e. complete (in extent, amount, time or degree), especially (neuter) as noun or adverb: -- all, altogether, every whit, + throughout, {whole}.[ql wholly 3651 # holoteles 
{hol-ot-el-ace'}; from 3650 and 5056; complete to the end, i.e. absolutely perfect: -- {wholly}.[ql
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complete Interlinear Index Study complete LEV 023 015 . And ye shall count <05608 +caphar > unto you from 
the morrow <04283 +mochorath > after the sabbath <07676 +shabbath > , from the day <03117 +yowm > that ye 
brought <00935 +bow> > the sheaf <06016 + of the wave <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering ; seven <07651 
+sheba< > sabbaths <07676 +shabbath > shall be {complete} <08549 +tamiym > : complete COL 002 010 And 
ye are {complete} <4137 -pleroo -> in him , which <3739 -hos -> is the head <2776 -kephale -> of all <3956 -pas 
-> principality <0746 -arche -> and power <1849 - exousia -> : complete COL 004 012 Epaphras <1889 -
Epaphras -> , who <3588 -ho -> is [ one ] of you , a servant <1401 -doulos -> of Christ <5547 -Christos -> , 
saluteth <0782 -aspazomai -> you , always <3842 -pantote -> labouring <0075 -agonizomai -> fervently for you 
in prayers <4335 -proseuche -> , that ye may stand <2476 - histemi -> perfect <5046 -teleios -> and {complete} 
<4137 - pleroo -> in all <3956 -pas -> the will <2307 -thelema -> of God <2316 -theos -> .





complete Col_03_12 /${complete /in all the will of God . complete Col_02_10 /${complete /in him , which is the 
head of all principality and power :



* complete , 4137 , - complete , 8549 , 
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